Subdivision surfaces refer to a class of modelling schemes that define an object through recursive subdivision starting from an initial control mesh. Similar to B-splines, the final surface is defined by the vertices of the initial control mesh. These surfaces were initially conceived as an extension of splines in modelling objects with a control mesh of arbitrary topology. They exhibit a number of advantages over traditional splines. Today one can find a variety of subdivision schemes for geometric design and graphics applications. This paper provides an overview of subdivision surfaces with a particular emphasis on schemes generalizing splines. Some common issues on subdivision surfaces modelling are addressed. Several key topics, such as scheme construction, property analysis and parametric evaluation, are discussed. Some other important topics are also summarized for potential future research and development.
INTRODUCTION
In the field of computer-aided design (CAD) and related industries, the de-facto standard for shape modelling is at present non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS). NURBS representation, however, uses a rigid rectangular grid of control points and has limitations in manipulating shapes of general topology. Subdivision surfaces provide a promising complimentary solution to NURBS. It allows the design of efficient, hierarchical, local, and adaptive algorithms for modelling, rendering and manipulating free-form objects of arbitrary topology. In connection with shape representation, subdivisionbased modeling can be dated back to Chaikin's corner cutting algorithm for defining free-form curves starting from an initial control polygon through recursive refinement [5] . In the limit, Chaikin's algorithm produces uniform quadratic B-spline curves. The scheme was later extended by Doo and Sabin [8] and Catmull and Clark [4] for defining free-form surfaces starting from an initial control mesh of arbitrary topology. For a set of regular rectangular control points, Doo-Sabin subdivision produces uniform biquadratic B-spline surfaces and Catmull-Clark subdivision produces uniform bi-cubic B-spline surfaces. They are therefore extensions of uniform biquadratic and bi-cubic B-spline surfaces, respectively, for control meshes of arbitrary topology type. In addition one can also define various sharp features, such as crease edges, corners and darts. Today, one may find rich families of subdivision surfaces (such as [4] , [8] [9] , [13] [14] [15] [16] , [18] , [23] , [36] ) widely used in geometric design and computer graphics for shape design, animation, multi-resolution modelling and many other engineering applications (such as [7] , and see also [27] [28] , [39] ). Subdivision surfaces possess various important properties similar to B-splines. In addition, the extension to arbitrary topology and sharp features makes subdivision surfaces a valuable asset in complimentary to NURBS. This paper provides an introduction to subdivision surfaces with a particular emphasis on schemes that generalize B-spline surfaces.
THE BASIC IDEA OF SUBDIVISION
The basic idea of subdivision is to define a smooth surface as the limit surface of a subdivision process in which an initial control mesh is repeatedly refined with newly inserted vertices. Fig. 1 illustrates a closed curve refined through corner cutting using Chaikin's algorithm. Each of the control vertices of a refined mesh is computed as an affine combination of old neighboring vertices. In the limit, the refined mesh converges to a smooth curve which is known as an uniform quadratic B-spline curve. Chaikin's subdivision has two essential components common to all subdivision schemes, i.e., topological rules and geometric rules. •
The topological rules of Chaikin's subdivision are illustrated in Fig. 2 
SUBDIVISION SCHEMES FROM B-SPLINES
In literature, many subdivision schemes are further generalizations of a subset of splines. In this section, we show how the Chaikin's subdivision is constructed from quadratic B-splines. We also construct the Catmull-Clark subdivision from B-spline mathematics. 
Refinement of B-splines
We first examine the refinement property of B-splines. For notational simplicity, we consider a set of uniform
. All basis functions of order k are actually translations of the same basis function
. In addition, the basis function can also be defined as a linear combination of k+1 translated (with index j) and dilated (with new parametrization 2t) copy of itself using the following refinement equation [39] ( )
All subdivision schemes generalizing uniform B-splines can be derived based on Eqn. (2).
Curve subdivision scheme construction
As an example, the Chaikin's subdivision can be derived from Eqn. (2) . Fig. 4 illustrates the case of order 3 and the refinement is defined as: 
For clarity, we illustrate all the basis functions of a uniform quadratic B-spline curve before and after mid point knot insertion in Fig. 5 . Based on the refinement of Eqn. (3) and noting the notational changes in writing the refined basis functions between Fig. 4 and 
With similar derivation, we can also obtain the following equation for cubic B-spline curve subdivision
Figs. 6-7 summarize the topological and geometric rules, respectively. For each refinement, each of the old vertices are updated and a new vertex is inserted for each edge. The subdivision masks are illustrated in Fig. 7 . 
Surface subdivision scheme construction
For B-spline surfaces, we may also construct various subdivision schemes based on tensor product formulation. We take the Catmull-Clark subdivision surface as an example and construct the scheme based on extensions of refinement of uniform bi-cubic Bspline surfaces. For notational simplicity, we rewrite Eqn. (6) as follows:
with k=4 and { } { } 
After expanding the terms and reorganization following the refined basis functions, we obtain
(10a) where ( ) 
are the refined control vertices. Following Eqn. (10), the refined control vertices can be classified into three classes, i.e., newly inserted face vertices (F-vertices) 
are the updated face vertices with • F-vertices: A face vertex for each face is computed as an average of all old control vertices of the corresponding face.
• E-vertices: An edge vertex for each edge is computed as an average of the two end vertices of the corresponding edge and the two newly inserted F-vertices whose faces share the same corresponding edge, i.e. an average of four related vertices.
• V-vertices: A vertex vertex is computed as a linear combination of the corresponding old vertex, all old vertices incident to the corresponding vertex though edges, and all newly inserted face vertices whose faces incident to the corresponding vertex.
In addition, subdivision rules for sharp feature, such as crease edges, boundary edges, corners where three or more creases meet, and darts where a crease edge terminates, can also be defined. We may keep all corners unchanged during the refinement (mask not shown in Fig. 9 ), use the subdivision rules for cubic curves defined by Eqn. (7) and Figs. 6-7 for refining crease and boundary edges, and use the same mask as that for smooth vertices for dart vertices. Fig. 8 illustrates how exactly the refined control mesh is constructed. Fig. 9 shows the masks for Catmull-Clark subdivision in case of general topology. In case of extraordinary vertices whose valence is other than 4, i.e. Nf≠4, the coefficients β and γ in Eqn. (13) can be selected from a variety of ranges and can be optimized for obtaining well behaved surface properties at the extraordinary position.
In a similar way, one may also develop a tensor product version subdivision scheme for quadratic Bspline surfaces based on the Chaikin's algorithm and extend it to the welknown Doo-Sabin subdivision surfaces. Fig. 10 shows an example of a smooth Catmull-Clark subdivision surface model. Fig. 11 illustrates a pipe model and a gun model produced using Doo-Sabin and Catmull-Clark subdivision surfaces, respectively. 
OVERVIEW OF SUBDIVISION SCHEMES
In literature, one may find rich families of subdivision schemes. While most of the reported schemes are further generalizations of a subset of splines, some other subdivision schemes are discrete versions and extensions of other functions. There are also several other subdivision schemes whose analytic version do not exists or is not known at the moment.
Key concepts and a brief overview
As discussed in the previous section, a subdivision scheme is defined by a set of topological rules and geometric rules for mesh refinement. Topological rules define how a control mesh is split into a refined mesh. Depending on the type of a subdivision scheme, typical operations of topological rules include insertion of new vertices into edges or faces, updating of old vertices, connection of newly inserted and updated vertices (with also old ones if applicable), and removal of some vertices, edges or faces. Geometric rules are used to compute the exact coordinates of the refined control mesh. When designing geometric rules for mesh subdivision, key properties need to be considered include affine invariance, finite support with small subdivision masks, symmetry, and behaviour of the limit surface. Techniques for series analysis, such as eigen structure analysis, ztransformtion and Fourier transformation, are often used to guide the selection of appropriate subdivision masks. The following is a list of some other important concepts:
• Approximatory versus interpolatory: If the limit surface of a subdivision scheme does not go through the initial control points, the subdivision scheme is called an approximatory subdivision scheme. • Stationary versus non-stationary subdivision: If the subdivision rules do not change during the subdivision process, the scheme is called a stationary subdivision scheme and, otherwise, a non-stationary subdivision scheme. Most of the existing subdivision schemes are stationary subdivision schemes. To produce certain classes of shapes, such as a perfect circle, a nonstationary subdivision scheme may need to be used.
•
Uniform versus non-uniform subdivision: Most of the existing subdivision schemes are uniform subdivision schemes by which an existing mesh is refined uniformly through mid-point knot insertion over the entire surface for all levels of subdivision. Otherwise, it is called a non-uniform subdivision scheme. Most of the existing subdivision schemes are uniform subdivision schemes. The NURSS subdivision scheme [30] can however perform parametrized and nonuniform subdivision.
Global versus local or adaptive subdivision: Most of the existing subdivision schemes are designed to perform global subdivision. In certain situations, a local and adaptive subdivision might be desirable. However, there are no existing subdivision schemes that can do adaptive subdivision without affecting the limit surface. Many of the existing subdivision schemes can handle sharp features, such as crease and boundary edges [3, 12, 29, 30] . Sharp features can be classified according to the number of vertices meeting at a vertex and the type of a vertex or an edge.
• Edge classification: We may distinguish three types of patch boundaries, i.e., an internal smooth edge where the limit surface is at least C1, a crease edge where the limit surface is C0, and a boundary edge where the surface terminates.
Vertex classification: Let s be the number of crease edges meeting at a vertex. One can classify vertices into the following types according to the number of meeting crease edges s of the corresponding vertex. ◊ A smooth vertex where the limit surface is at least C1 with with s=0. ◊ A sharp vertex with s=0, but the limit surface is not smooth at the vertex position. If the directional tangent of the limit surface at the vertex position does not vanish, the vertex is classified as a cone-type vertex. Otherwise, if the directional tangent of the limit surface at the vertex position vanish to a single vector, it is classified as a cusp vertex. ◊ A dart vertex is one where a crease edge terminates with s=1. ◊ A crease or boundary vertex is located on a crease or boundary edge, respectively, with s=2. A boundary vertex may also be defined as a corner vertex if the boundary curve is C0 and the surface goes through that vertex. ◊ A corner vertex has s≥3. When handling sharp features, such as those for Catmull-Clark surfaces defined by the masks of Fig.  9(d) -(e), special rules need to be defined.
Properties of subdivision schemes
The analysis of subdivision surfaces at extraordinary corner or patch positions differ from that for regular parts of the control mesh. The later can often be deduced from the theory of the counter part of the scheme in continuous space, if available. For CatmullClark surfaces, e.g., the properties and continuity conditions of the limit surface on domains of regular grid of control points can be deduced from cubic Bspline surfaces, which is C2 continuous. Otherwise, limit surface properties can be analyzed using the same techniques as that for the analysis at extraordinary corner positions (e.g., [2, 6, 10] . At extraordinary corner positions, properties of the limit surface can be studied using various tools for series analysis, such as z-transformation, Fourier transformation, and direct eigen structure analysis of the subdivision matrix of a small invariant stencil, i.e., a subset of the control mesh, of the corresponding subdivision scheme. The analysis of subdivision schemes near extraordinary corner positions was first addressed by Doo and Sabin in [8] . The properties were then studied by Ball and Storry in [1] [2] and by Sabin in [26] . Further investigations were also carried out by Reif in [25] and by Peters and Reif in [22] . One may also find some recent studies, such as [6, 24, 33, [37] [38] . At the moment, an elegant theoretical foundation has been established for the analysis of various properties, such as continuity conditions and surface interrogations, of subdivision surfaces. We again use Catmull-Clark surface to illustrate how the subdivision matrix can be set up and used for limit surface analysis, but the approach is the same for all stationary subdivision schemes. Fig. 12 illustrates such a stencil for Catmull-Clark surface before and after refinement. In the limit, the stencil converges to a point on the limit surface corresponding to v 0 . Let in short, with S being the subdivision matrix. Various properties of the limit surface at v 0 can be determined through eigen structure analysis of the subdivision matrix S. The eigen analysis of the subdivision matrix, in turn, is also critical for designing well behaved subdivision masks, i.e., to carefully select subdivision masks and coefficients that lead to desired eigen structures and consequently well-behaved surface properties. x , respectively, while the z-coordinates of all the vertices are set to zero. Note that most of the subdivision schemes, such as the original Catmull-Clark surfaces discussed in Section 3, only achieve C1 continuity at extraordinary corner positions.
Parametric evaluation
Following the discussions of last section, it is possible to evaluate the corresponding limit position, the tangent vectors and surface normal of a control vertex at any resolution in a single step. In addition, there also exists an explicit analytical form for parametric evaluation of subdivision surfaces at an arbitrary position without going through the process of infinitive subdivision. Following the derivation reported in [31] for Catmull-Clark surfaces, such a parametric evaluation exists for all stationary subdivision schemes whose regular parts are extensions of a known form in the continuous domain, which is true for most of the existing subdivision schemes found in literature.
Although it has not be reported till the moment, some kind of parametric evaluation might also exist for other stationary and non-stationary subdivision schemes and might be derived based on the analysis of the subdivision scheme through various approaches for analyzing the subdivision series. Let us take the Catmull-Clark surface [31] as an example. For regular patches, the surface can be evaluated based on uniform bi-cubic B-spline surfaces as follows: 
where
is the total number of control points for an extraordinary corner patch with valance N. Further details for defining the basis functions
can be found in [19, 31] . [17] , [20] ] there is huge space for further development in these areas.
OTHER TOPICS IN SUBDIVISION MODELLING

•
Other topics: Other important topics include further development in surface fitting and interpolation, faring subdivision surface generation, subdivision surface modeling from curve nets, mass property evaluation, geometry compression, interfacing issues and compatibility with existing parametric surface software, adaptive subdivision algorithms that lead to the same limit surface. Readers are also directed to [27-28, 35, 39] for discussions on some other topics in subdivision based modeling.
CONCLUSIONS
Similar to spline surfaces, subdivision surfaces are defined by a set of control points. Instead of explicit parametrization for defining B-spline surfaces, the parametrization of a subdivision surface is implicitly defined by its subdivision rules, i.e. topological rules for mesh refinement and geometric rules for computing vertices of refined meshes. While a subdivision surface is defined as the limit of recursive subdivision and refinement, algorithms for explicit parametric evaluation of subdivision surfaces in a single step may also be developed. Such a parametric evaluation has been reported for Catmull-Clark and Loop surfaces, but the technique can be applied to any stationary subdivision schemes whose parametric form exists for regular part of the surface. It might also be possible to develop an explicit form for parametric evaluation of other subdivision schemes through the analysis of the subdivision series for some other subdivision schemes. Similar techniques for subdivision surface fitting and interpolation to that used for B-splines can also be developed. As a matter of fact, many approaches have been reported so far for subdivision surface fitting. The most important merit of subdivision surfaces for the CAD and graphics community is the ability in handling control meshes of arbitrary topology. In addition, subdivision algorithms, if implemented properly, can form the basis for a wide range of extremely fast and robust interrogations.
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